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Mark Davies on FA of End Piece (HVS)  DON SARGEANT

   Barn Lleyn Graig ~ Moelfre

5 mins
West facing 
Rhinog gritstone
200 metres 

Approach Time:
Aspect:

Rock type:
Altitude:

A minor collection of small slabby walls giving 
some micro routes and boulder problems ideal 
for a relaxed few hours pottering. Set in a lovely 
position and only 5 minutes from the road, this 
is a perfect antidote to a hard day stumbling 
through the heather, bracken and boulder fields 
up on the remote crags.

Approach: From the car park at the Moelfre 
view point walk southwards down the road for 
200 metres then take the way marked footpath 
that doubles back rightwards to the lower tier 
of the crag.

BOG BUTTRESS
Below the lower tier is a solitary buttress sitting 
next to a boggy area.
0  On the Bog   8m VS 4c ?
Possible project requires some cleaning.
FA ???????????

BARN LLEYN GRAIG      OS: 615 258

LOWER TIER 
Although reasonably long the lower tier is gen-
erally too broken and vegetated to give much 
climbing but there are a handful of routes. In 
the centre there is a prominent clean piece of 
rock with a distinct flake crack (Why Diddle?). 

15 metres left of this is a vague clean rib.
1  Unemployable   6m VD  †
The vague rib is a solo.
FA M Davies  16.9.14

2  In The Army  7m VS 5a + †
Mantle onto the ledge below the flake, step 
right, make a long reach to a good hold and 
climb the slab right of the flake (protectable).
FA M Davies  16.9.14

3  Why Diddle?  7m S 4a †
Starting on the right, traverse left along the 
ledge to below the flake and climb the flake 
with one tricky move. (protectable).
FA M Davies  16.9.14

8 metres right is a detached shield of rock with 
ivy growing up its left side.

4  His Nibs  6m HVS 5b + †
A nice highball solo. Hard moves up the centre 
of the shield to a jug then span right to finish.
FA M Davies  16.9.14

25 metres right is a prominent blocky groove.

5  Ogwen Wannabe  7m VD †
Climb the groove (protectable).
FA M Davies  16.9.14

15 metres right is the south facing end wall.

6  End Piece  6m HVS 5a  †
The left edge of the wall avoiding the big 
pedestal on the right. A solo with a poor 
landing
FA M Davies  16.9.14

Matt Thompson on FA of Careless Orc (V4)  
DON SARGEANT
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UPPER TIER   
A series of slabby towers. 

7  Selfie  7m HS 4b +  †
The front of the small tower with ivy growing 
on its right hand side. The hidden crack on its 
left side gives runners and holds near the start.
FA M Davies  16.9.14

00 Unclimbed boulder problem 4m V1?
?????????.
FA ??  ??.??.??

00 Unclimbed Slab 7m E2 5b?
?????????.
FA ??  ??.??.??

8  Careless Orc  7m Font 6b / V4 (!) +�+�+ †
The immaculate left arête of the pillar. Tied 
down spotter useful due to stepped landing. 
Spring onto the arête and make a technical 
teeter to reach the jug and easier finish.
FA M Thompson 16.9.14

9  Of Gorse 7m HVS 5a +  †
The slab just right gives a good solo.
FA M Davies 16.9.14

00  Unclimbed Slab 9m E1 5a?
?????????.
FA ??  ??.??.??

   Barn Lleyn Graig ~ Moelfre

10  Fat Boot Slab 4m 5c  †
The centre of the final short slab 
(left arête is 4c right arête is 5a).
FA M Davies 16.9.14


